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Mitigation Results at a PV Plant with Optimizers  
disturbing Amateur Radio Reception at a distance of 75m 

 

by Dr. Heinrich Haeberlin, HB9AZO 
 

In spring 2015, a PV plant of about 10kWp was erected on a house about 75m from the amateur radio 
station of HB9AZO, who had been active on shortwave since 1983 from this location. As an active DX-
operator, he soon observed a significant increase of disturbance since then. This disturbance lasted the 
whole day from dawn to dusk, but disappeared during the night. With his directive beam antenna, the 
direction of this new source of disturbance could be determined (nearly exact south).  
In the end of 2015, the house and the PV plant on its roof could be clearly identified as the source of the 
disturbance with a portable radio. In the original state of the plant, at a distance of 75 m disturbance peaks 
of up to 40 dB over the noise floor could be registered. The main disturbances were observed in a raster 
of about 200 kHz on all HF bands from 3.5 MHz to 52 MHz. This is not surprising, because 200 kHz (in 
the middle of a broadcast band!) seems to be the switching frequency used in the optimizers. 
 

In March 2016 the installer of the plant and the Swiss regulation authority (OFCOM (CH) or in German 
BAKOM) were contacted and a disturbance report was sent. On April 4th and 5th, 2016, the manufacturer 
replaced the power optimizers by improved ones, which reduced the 200 kHz-peaks by 15 to 20dB. 
However, there was a remaining, very annoying broadband noise of between -90 dBm and -77 dBm on all 
amateur bands, especially on 21 MHz and 18 MHz. It could be proved by measurements by HB9AZO, that 
the origin of this remaining disturbance was still this PV plant. On May 3rd, 2016, OFCOM (CH) performed 
measurements at this PV plant, which showed that at a distance of 3 m the radiated disturbance was up 
to 12 dB higher than the limits in recommendation ECC-Rec. (09)02 (SPECIFICATION FOR THE 
MEASUREMENT OF DISTURBANCE FIELDS FROM TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND 
NETWORKS IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE 9 kHz TO 3 GHz), which is applied in disturbance cases by 
OFCOM (CH) for fixed installations and telecommunication networks. As such a PV system needs, for 
proper operation, a continuous communication link between inverter and optimizers, it can be assumed 
that it is a telecom network. Therefore, OFCOM (CH) decided that further mitigation measures were 
needed. At first a deadline until Sept. 30th, 2016 was fixed, which was extended to March 31st, 2017 on 
demand of the manufacturer. 
 

At first the manufacturer believed that he could fix the problem by simple software modifications. However, 
for EMC experts it was clear from the beginning, that a sufficient mitigation was only possible by means of 
suitable hardware filters (chokes) to reduce asymmetric RF currents in the string wiring, which are mostly 
the main source of radiated disturbances. At last, on March 28th and 29th, 2017, a team with four employees 
from the manufacturer modified the plant. According to the team leader, they were assisted by employees 
of a Swiss PV installer in order to ensure that all modifications were performed according to Swiss safety 
standards. All measures were discussed previously with HB9AZO and many spectra were measured by 
him to assess their effect on radiated disturbance. According to the information received, at each optimizer 
three bifilar ferrite ring core chokes with three turns of both wires were installed. At the module sided port, 
both conductors were passed together through the ring core. At the string sided port, each of the wires 
was twisted together with the return conductor and passed through the ring core, i.e. two ring cores were 
needed at this port. Thus a significant increase of the common mode RF impedance could be obtained. 
 

In this report only the results of the mitigation campaign of March 2017 are described. For the first time, 
on 18 MHz, 21 MHz, 24 MHz and 28 MHz, significant improvements could be obtained. Unfortunately, on 
14 MHz, the degree of improvement could not be documented yet, because since November 2016 a new, 
very strong broadband disturbance of about -80 dBm had to be registered, which is active all the time and 
covering all other disturbances. Another complaint was already filed to OFCOM (CH) and measurements 
by OFCOM (CH) have shown that these emissions are actually higher than permitted. Therefore, after a 
hopefully successful elimination of this new disturbance source, it should be possible in the not too distant 
future to measure also the spectra on 14 MHz in order to determine the mitigation of the PV disturbance, 
which could be obtained also on this band. 
 

With a considerable effort of the manufacturer that is appreciated by HB9AZO, a significant mitigation of 
disturbance has been obtained. However, further development efforts are necessary in order to obtain an 
undisturbed coexistence between PV and amateur radio like with other products. The manufacturer has 
promised to replace the optimizers again when new improved ones are available. 
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Comparison of measured Spectra before / after Mitigation Measures with HB9AZO 

For the 21MHz-, 18MHz- and 28MHz-bands spectra (with the beam pointing south) before and after 
mitigation and at night are shown on the following pages. The spectra were calibrated with a measuring 
receiver Rhode&Schwarz ESH2, its internal calibration source, a scope and several different attenuators. 
 

 

Fig. 1:  
Spectrum on 23.3.2017, a 
quite sunny day, from 21.110 
to 21.310 MHz, before 
mitigation measures.  
Carrier on 21.198 MHz 
indicating inverter activity is 
clearly audible. Broadband 
noise between -77 dBm and  
-90 dBm. Bubbling noise and 
carriers on many frequencies. 
Ref. level -120 dBm, value at 
upper diagram edge -50 dBm. 
 

(IMG 1066) 

 

 

Fig. 2:  
Spectrum on 31.3.2017, a 
sunny day, from 21.098 to 
21.298 MHz, after mitigation 
measures. 
Carrier on 21.198 MHz 
indicating inverter activity. 
Broadband noise between  
-92 dBm and -100 dBm. 
Bubbling noise and carriers 
still on some frequencies. 
Ref. level -120 dBm, value at 
upper diagram edge -50 dBm. 
Radio activity on 21.208 MHz. 
 

(IMG 1264) 

 

 

Fig. 3:  
Spectrum on 22.3.2017 in 
the night from 21.098 to 
21.298 MHz, before 
mitigation measures. 
Broadband noise between  
-97 dBm and -100 dBm.  
Ref. level -120 dBm, value at 
upper diagram edge -50 dBm.  
 

(IMG 1051) 

 

Result of mitigation: 

Reduction of peak disturbance by about 15 dB. Remaining disturbance peaks 5 dB over night-time 

noise peaks and 8 dB over night-time noise floor. 
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Fig. 4:  
Spectrum on 23.3.2017, a 
quite sunny day, from 18.013 
to 18.213 MHz, before 
mitigation measures.  
Carrier on 18.198 MHz 
indicating inverter activity is 
clearly audible. Broadband 
noise between -77 dBm and  
-90 dBm. Bubbling noise and 
carriers on many 
frequencies.  
Ref. level -120 dBm,  
value at upper diagram edge 
-50 dBm. 
 

(IMG 1067) 

 

 

Fig. 5:  
Spectrum on 30.3.2017, a 
sunny day, from 18.045 to 
18.245 MHz, after 
mitigation measures. 
Carrier on 18.198 MHz 
indicating inverter activity. 
Broadband noise between  
-90 dBm and -98 dBm. 
Bubbling noise and carriers 
still on some frequencies. 
Ref. level -120 dBm,  
value at upper diagram edge 
-50 dBm.  
 

(IMG 1231) 

 

 

Fig. 6:  
Spectrum on 22.3.2017 in 
the night from 18.044 to 
18.244 MHz, before 
mitigation measures. 
Broadband noise between  
-94 dBm and -98 dBm.  
Ref. level -120 dBm,  
value at upper diagram 
edge -50 dBm.  
 

(IMG 1056) 

 

Result of mitigation: 

Reduction of peak disturbance by about 13 dB. Remaining disturbance peaks 4 dB over night-time 

noise peaks and 8 dB over night-time noise floor. 
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Fig. 7:  
Spectrum on 23.3.2017, a 
quite sunny day, from 
28.273 to 28.473 MHz, 
before mitigation 
measures.  
Carrier on 28.398 MHz 
indicating inverter activity is 
clearly audible. Broadband 
noise between -86 dBm and 
-94 dBm. Bubbling noise 
and carriers on many 
frequencies. Ref. level  
-120 dBm, value at upper 
diagram edge -50 dBm. 
 

(IMG 1069) 

 

 

Fig. 8:  
Spectrum on 30.3.2017, a 
sunny day, from 28.298 to 
28.498 MHz, after 
mitigation measures. 
Carrier on 28.398 MHz 
indicating inverter activity. 
Broadband noise between  
-94 dBm and -100 dBm. 
Bubbling noise and carriers 
still on some frequencies. 
Ref. level -120 dBm,  
value at upper diagram 
edge -50 dBm.  
 

(IMG 1232) 

 

 

Fig. 9:  
Spectrum on 22.3.2017 in 
the night from 28.395 to 
28.595 MHz, before 
mitigation measures. 
Broadband noise between  
-98 dBm and -100 dBm.  
Ref. level -120 dBm,  
value at upper diagram 
edge -50 dBm.  
 

(IMG 1053) 

 

Result of mitigation: 

Reduction of peak disturbance by about 8 dB. Remaining disturbance peaks 4 dB over night-time 

noise peaks and 8 dB over night-time noise floor. 

Measured spectra for 14 MHz will be added as soon as the new additional disturbance problem 

has been fixed. 
 

See also the important notice on next page. 
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Important Notice 

Information contained in this contribution is believed to be accurate. Measurements shown were 

performed with amateur equipment, which was calibrated and checked as best I could by means of 

several independent measurement devices, but of course cannot have the accuracy of very accurate, 

calibrated laboratory equipment. This means that absolute errors up to several dB are possible. 

Therefore any liability in a legal sense for correctness and completeness of the information or for any 

damage that might result from its use is formally disclaimed. 

 

Aug. 1st, 2017        Dr. Heinrich Häberlin, HB9AZO 


